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Decimal system and binary system

Let’s start with a joke, “There are only 10 types of people in the world: those who
understand binary, and those who don't.” If you can’t see why, then you are the 10 type of
people.

First of all, the 10 in the joke is not the ten we use everyday. Normally, 10 is in the
decimal system, it’s called base 10 system. For any base system, such as base x, it means that
the number in a certain position is to add one to every x. Therefore, the decimal system is to
add one to every ten, hexadecimal is to add one to every sixteen and binary is to add one to
every two. In our daily life, the decimal numeral system is more common in use, It consists of
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9. We know that the number after 9 is 10 and that’s how we’ve all
learned to count. This is due to we already have 10 numbers from 0-9, to satisfy the principle,
we need to add one to 9, then the ones will turn to 0 and the tens will be 1. Similarly for
10-19 and 90-99 etc. Decimal counting was invented by Hindus about 1,500 years ago and
passed on by Arabs until the 11th century. Some people think the decimal system could be
related to our fingers, people have 10 fingers and 2 hands, therefore many numeral systems of
ancient civilization use ten and its powers for representing numbers. Here, I would like to
introduce another system which uses a similar way of counting, it’s hexadecimal. Compared
to 10 fingers, the hexadecimal used a finger joint to count, from index finger to the little
finger, each finger has 3 finger joints, 3x4=12, then this hand represents 12. As 12 times
another hand’s 5 fingers, we will get 60. The hexadecimal system was used in ancient
Babylon, nowadays, we are still using it in time units, such as 1 minute = 60 seconds.

An example of decimal numeral system

Next, what about binary?  Binary system is used by almost all modern computers and
computer-based devices. In this system, it uses 0 and 1 to represent. An easy way to think of
a binary system is bulbs, bulbs have two states, on and off, 0 and 1. Then, how can we show
2 in the binary system? We use 0-9 to constitute various numbers in decimal, basically plus
one to every ten. Binary is working in the same way. It adds one to every two. The higher
digit will become 1 and lower will become 0. To get 3 we just add one to two as 10+1, which
is 11(2). How about 4? Now we need to move the digit for 4 due to 2 more numbers occurring.
Then, 4 is 100(2). By the way, in binary we use ‘bit’ to represent  This explained what I said at
the beginning, ‘there are 10 types of people in the world’, this 10 is in binary and means 10(2)

which is 2 in decimal. This is the next thing I want to talk about, how to convert numbers
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between decimal and binary. If we aim to convert binary into decimal, we can use this
equation.

N=biqi

Where, N is a real positive number, b is the digit and q is the base value. The integer i
can be positive, negative or zero. N = bnqn… b3q3 + b2q2 + b1q1 + b0q0 + b-1q-1 + b-2q-2… etc.
For example:

1101=1x23+1x22+0x21+1x20=8+2+0+1=11(10).

To convert decimal to binary, we use ‘ divided by two to take a reminder and reverse
order’ method. For instance, we are trying to find out 100 in binary. To approach this, we
divide 100 by 2 first, we will get 50 for quotient and 0 for remainder, leave 0 for now and
continue dividing 50 by 2 and keep these steps until we get 1 for our quotient. The final step
is taking the inverse order to get the result, therefore, 100 is 1100100(2).

We can try this question for now.
You have 100 bottles of liquid, 99 bottles are water, one bottle contains poison. If the

rat drinks the liquid in the bottle which contains poison, it will die a week later (not
immediately). Now, you have one week and the question is how many rats do you need to find
out which bottle contains poison?

I believe there are several ways to solve this problem, the method I am going to
introduce to you is related to the binary.First of all, we need to place the bottles from 1 to 100
in order. Then use a binary system to give each bottle a label. We better start with the
hundredth. We have two ways to approach this, one is using deviation and the other is plus.
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We’ve already mentioned these two before. We can consider 100 as 64+32+4, therefore, it
can be written as:

100 = 26 + 25 + 22

Hence, 100 in binary is 1100100. We can get 1 to 99 then, the first bottle will be
0000001, second bottle is 0000010 etc （rats has shown in blue)

In this case, we are going to use 7 rats and separate all the digits  into 7 groups.
If we let the rat only drink the bottle with number 1,for example, rat 1 will neither

drink the first one nor the second one as they are all with number 0 not 1. Then, the
hundredth bottle will suit this, therefore, rat 1 will drink the last one. On the other hand, rats 2
and 5 also need to drink the last bottle but rats 3,4,6 and 7 do not have to. Our final step is
waiting for a week. If the rat is dead, it definitely means one of the bottles contains poison
and drank it.

Then we can get the number of the one containing poison. For instance, if rats 1,3 and
5 dead, what does this mean? There is one bottle in the first group containing poison,
therefore, this bottle is must with number 1. As rat 2 doesn't die, this shows the bottle of
poison doesn’t have number 1, then it must have number 0. Same for others, rat 3 and 5 died,
the bottle must have number 1. The rest position will be number 0. As a result, in this case,
the number of the bottle which contains poison should be 1010100 in binary, after converting
to decimal we will get No.84 for the answer.

26 + 24 + 22 = 84

Thank you for spending your time. Hopefully you will have a general idea of the
binary number system.
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